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Attachments:

1. Report from Professor Sukhsimranjit Singh
2. Rent Stabilization Program Estimated Budget
3. Resolution Adopting the Interim Operating Budget
Appropriating Funds for the Rent Stabilization Program
—

RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that Council:
• Receive and review the results of the facilitated dialogue sessions;
• Proceed with rental unit registration;
• Appropriate funding from the General Fund to support of the Rent Stabilization
Program in the amount of $766,395; and
• Provide direction to staff regarding next steps.
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INTRODUCTION
At the June 13, 2017 meeting Council approved Pepperdine law professor Sukhsimranjit
Singh of the Strauss Institute for Dispute Resolution to lead facilitated dialogue sessions
with housing providers and tenants. To date, Professor Singh has conducted seven
sessions. The purpose of the sessions was to improve communications between landlords
and tenants, identify areas of consensus, and to provide recommendations on potential
amendments to and implementation of the Rent Stabilization Ordinance. Professor Singh
will present the details of the discussions between landlords and tenants with respect to
the following elements of the Rent Stabilization Ordinance:
•

Rental Registry: Does the city need an annual rental registry program and if so,
what information should be captured?

•

Duplexes and Owner occupied buildings with up to 4 units: Should some types of
rental units be exempt from the rent stabilization ordinance?

•

Maximum Allowable Rent Increase: What should be the maximum allowable
annual rent increase?

•

Relocation Fees: What is the appropriate amount of relocation fees?

•

Mediation Board: Should the City consider creating a non-binding Rent
Mediation Board to hear appeals and further discuss and explore the issues of
habitability and the perceived power imbalance between tenants and landlords?

•

No Just Cause Eviction: Should the City consider eliminating no just cause
evictions?

•

Habitability and Code Enforcement: Should the City create habitability standards
that exceed the State housing standards and can be enforced by Code
enforcement?

The facilitated dialogue sessions conducted by Professor Singh addressed all of these
issues. Although the group was not able to reach consensus on all issues, they were
eager to provide their input for Council’s consideration. A complete report by Professor
Singh’s can be found in Attachment 1.
BACKGROUND
In addition to input from Professor Singh on the results of the facilitated dialogue sessions,
Council requested staff to provide information in response to questions raised at the
previous two council sessions. These included issues related to the rental registry, the
Petris Act, staffing and resources.
Annual Rental Registry
The Rent Stabilization Ordinance (RSO), as amended this year, requires the registration
of all multi-family rental units. Landlords are required to register all rental units following
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notice from the City; after the termination of an exemption (such as when an owneroccupied unit is rented to a tenant); whenever a unit is re-rented after a vacancy; and
when there is a change in ownership or management. This is the first time the City has
attempted to collect information related to rent amounts. Staff has completed an analysis
of the City’s housing stock. Through this process, staff identified 979 property owners of
1,132 buildings containing 8,662 units throughout the City. While this data provides
general information about the City’s rental housing stock, the data is inadequate to track
tents for enforcement of the RSO.
An annual rental registry is critical to protection of tenants and enforcement of a rent
stabilization ordinance. The ongoing collection of information on all 8,662 rental units,
including rents charged, rent increases, vacancies, evictions, and lengths of tenancy
provides the City the tools to track and enforce maximum allowable rent increases on
existing tenants as well as those units being re-tented to new tenants after a no-cause
eviction. The data will also support policy decisions for City Council in establishing
permanent regulations and any necessary updates for changing conditions.
The initial collection of information is the first step in the process. Once the registration
period closes, staff will need to follow-up on properties not yet registered, prepare and
send out information to tenants for verification of information, certify rents, and process
any appeals.
Rental Registration Form
The Council directed staff to use the City of Los Angeles rental registration form as a guide
for determining the type rental unit data to be collected. Staff created a Rental Registry
Form (Attachment 2) and contracted with software consultant 3Dl to develop an on-line
rental registry system.
On June 13, 2017, City Council reviewed and approved the contents and format of the on
line rental registration form. The city sent Notices via US Certified Mail dated July 10,
2017, to landlords indicating that the 30-day registration period would begin on July 24th
and end on August 23rd. Since that time, the Council extended the registration period to
September 22, 2017. At the time of this report, 474 property registrations (48%) have
been completed and 167 (17%) have started but not yet completed the process.
In facilitated dialogue sessions, landlords have suggested improvements to the on-line
form. The first was in regards to tenant privacy. The form contains a box asking landlords
to identify tenants over 62 years of age, minor children, and tenants with disabilities. This
information was intended to be voluntary and to be used to assist the city in identifying
any future relocation fees. This information is exempt from public disclosure by law. Some
landlords expressed discomfort at the need to ask this information from their tenants. Staff
agrees and suggests elimination of this box on the form.
Landlords also questioned the need and in fact accuracy of being required to provide the
square footage information for each rental unit. They suggested a more meaningful
measure instead would be to capture the number of bathrooms in each unit (the number
of bedrooms is already requested). Staff agrees and suggests elimination of this box on
the form until the software developer can revise the form.
Forms already completed without this information will be considered complete.
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Registration Timeline related to The Petris Act
The registration and any subsequent appeals regarding the rent amount provided to the
city must be completed one year from the adoption of the urgency ordinance pursuant to
State law (The Petris Act) (Civil Code Section 1947.7, et set.) Accordingly, the City has
proceeded to implement the rent certification process required by the Petris Act. The
urgency ordinance was adopted on January 24, 2017 so there is a relatively short time
frame of about 4 months remaining to complete the rent certification process. The process
requires completion of all rental unit registrations by landlords, tenant verification of the
registered rent amount1, and completion of all appeals hearings related to any dispute
between a tenant and landlord regarding the registered rent amount.
Some landlords have interpreted the State law differently and asserted that the City’s
registration process does not need to be completed within one year, and that compliance
with the Petris Act is not required. However, the arguments being advanced by the
landlords are not supported either by the language in the State statue or by case law. Civil
Code Section 1947.8 (quoted below) requires any city with a rent ordinance that includes
the collection of rent amounts as part of its registration requirements, must certify the rent
levels within one year following the date of the adoption of the ordinance. Otherwise, the
City would not be able to enforce its ordinance and file an action against a landlord who
charges excess rent to a tenant.
The arguments made by landlords rely predominantly on the legislative history associated
with the Petris Act. The City attorney believes that relying on the legislative history in the
face of the plain language is a risky proposition. In addition, the City will not have a court
rule on this question until after the one-year deadline has passed. Therefore, the potential
benefits of waiting past the one-year period are outweighed by the potential
consequences, e.g., the prohibition against enforcing the rent control ordinance against a
landlord who charges excess rent to a tenant.
The Civil Code, Section 1947.8 states in relevant part as follows:
“(a) If an ordinance or charter controls or establishes a system of controls on the
price at which residential rental units may be offered for rent or lease and requires
the registration of rents, the ordinance or charter, or any regulation adopted
pursuant thereto, shall provide for the establishment and certification of
permissible rent levels for the registered rental units, and any changes thereafter
to those rent levels, by the local agency as provided in this section.
(b) lithe ordinance, charter, or regulation is in effect on January 1, 1987, the
ordinance, charter, or regulation shall provide for the establishment and
certification of permissible rent levels on or before January 1, 1988, including
completion of all appeals and administrative proceedings connected therewith.
After July 1, 1990, no local agency may maintain any action to recover excess rent
against any property owner who has registered the unit with the local agency within
the time limits set forth in this section if the initial certification of permissible rent

The Petris Act does not require tenant verification of the amount of the rent or other information that is
obtained as part of the registration process. However, obtaining this information earlier rather than later may
reduce the number of appeals that are filed with the City.
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levels affecting that particular property has not been completed, unless the delay
is willfully and intentionally caused by the property owner or is a result of court
proceedings or further administrative proceedings ordered by a court, f the
ordinance, charter, or regu’ation is adopted on or after January 1, 1987, the
ordinance, charter, or regubtion shall provide for the establishment and
certification of permissible rent bv&s within one year after it is adopted,
induding cornpEtion of all appe&s and administrative proceedings
connected therewith, Upon the request of the landlord or the tenant, the local
agency shall provide the landlord and the tenant with a certificate or other
documentation reflecting the permissible rent levels of the rental unit. A landlord
may request a certificate of permissible rent levels for rental units which have a
base rent established, but which are vacant and not exempt from registration under
this section. The landlord or the tenant may appeal the determination of the
permissible rent levels reflected in the certificate. The permissible rent levels
reflected in the certificate or other documentation shall, in the absence of
intentional misrepresentation or fraud, be binding and conclusive upon the local
agency unless the determination of the permissible rent levels is being
appealed.” (Emphasis added).

The highlighted language above in the Petris Act demonstrates that a rent certification
process is not optional and must be implemented by a city that requires landlords to
provide rental amounts as part of its registration process.
Exceptions for Duplexes and/or Owner Occupied buildings with 2-4 Units
A number of landlords believe that smaller rental buildings that are owner occupied and
duplexes should be exempted the R502. The current number of smaller rental buildings
in the city is as follows:
Unit Type
Duplex
Triplex
Fourplex
Total

Number of
Buildings
210
66
191
467

Number of Percentage of
Units
420
4.8%
198
2.3 %
764
8.8%
1382
15.9%

Staff has no information as to the number of owner occupied rental units in small rental
buildings. At this time, staff suggests returning to Council after the rental registration has
been completed, with the specific number of affected units, so that a decision regarding
exemption can be made by Council. At that time, staff can also provide Council with
information regarding exemptions in other jurisdictions.
Rent Stabilization Administration Fee
At the previous meeting, Council asked if the revenues collected for the existing Rent
Stabilization Administration Fee could be used to offset a portion of the estimated costs of

2

Currently, units that are occupied by the owner or a specified relative are exempt from the provisions of the
RSO until the exemption is terminated by rental to a tenant.
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the proposed rent stabilization program as outlined in the report presented by
Management Partners on August 8th. It is not expected that these fees can be used to
support the additional work required by the amendments to the RSO.
A Rent Stabilization Administration Fee was established in 2007 (Resolution 07-R-12338)
to recover the costs of the existing RSO. The fee of $20 per rental unit per year (adjusted
annually by CPI) was based on a consultant fee study report prepared for the city by
Revenue & Cost Specialists Inc. This includes staff time for code enforcement officers,
building inspectors, administrative staff, and the City Prosecutor to respond to not only
complaints regarding violations of the then RSO regulations but also those related to
interior habitability, substandard property maintenance, and the State Housing Law.
Subsequently, the City requested Capital Accounting Partners LLC to prepare an updated
citywide fee study report to reflect current direct and indirect costs. As a result, the fee
was increased to $54 per rental unit per year or $9 per rental unit billed bimonthly on the
city’s utility billing. The approved increase was first implemented on the utility billing in
April 2016.
The new amendments to the RSO include the establishment of a rental registry,
certification of rent amounts, and various appeals processes for disputes and rent
adjustments. These responsibilities and functions do not go away after completion of the
first round of registration but continue as part of maintaining the ongoing registry. These
are new duties that are supplemental to the existing and ongoing process of investigating
habitability and substandard condition complaints. While there may be some efficiency of
scale, it is not possible to determine possible cost savings at this time.
Staffing and Resources
On August, 8, 2017, Management Partners presented a report dated July 18, 2017 that
estimated additional staffing of 8.65 full time equivalent positions in order to administer
and implement the new provisions of the amended RSO. Council requested staff to
study alternate staffing proposals to reduce overall costs.
Staff used the Rental Registry Workflow and Work Function Analysis presented in the
Management Partners Report, to determine that the estimated amount of staff time
required to perform all of the tasks required to administer and implement the new RSO is
an average of 1.77 hours per unit-year. The tasks would be:
1. Customer Service
• Prepare and send Landlord Registration Packets
• Respond to Landlord/Tenant inquiries
• Advise public on procedures for resolving issues
• Document and process questions
• Plan and Coordinate Public Education and Outreach
• Compile and Maintain Records
• Manage Rent Stabilization Website
2. Rent Analysis
• Review and Validate Registration information provided by landlord
• Follow up with landlords on rental units that have not been registered
• Analyze and report on data
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•
•

Assist with resolution of complex issues
Certify Rent Amounts

3. Appeals Process
• Accept Landlord/Tenant complaints
• Prepare for administrative hearings
• Determine relocation benefits
• Prepare Notices and Minutes for Hearings
4. Investigations
• Conduct Habitability Inspections
• Provide enforcement support for RSO violations
5. Clerical
• Provide Clerical Support
6. Program Administration/Supervision
• Interface with City Attorney/City Prosecutor
• Serve as primary voice of program
• Manage and supervise staff
• Manage internal and external service agreements and contracts
The RSO Implementation Process shown in the pie chart below identifies a
breakdown of the amount of time required to perform each of the tasks required to
implement the RSO. The total average time required to implement the RSO is
1 .77 hours/rental unit-year. As the city has 8,662 rental units, the total annual staff
time needed is approximately 8.65 Full Time Equivalents (FTE’s).

RSO Implementation Process
1.77 Hours/rental unit year
-

I

Cust Serv

• Rent Analysis
Appeals
• Invest
I Clerical
lAdmin
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At this time, the city is still in the process of registering rental units. The verification that
all rental units have been registered, validation of data provided by landlords, acceptance
of applications for appeals, investigations, and the process of rent certification have not
yet begun. Staff recognizes that the program has not been fully implemented and
therefore there is no actual data to validate the addition of 8.65 FTE’s.
Therefore, staff recommends that Council approve a temporary staffing plan that includes
one permanent full-time position for Deputy Director to administer the program for a total
cost of $197,204 including benefits. Additionally, staff recommends the provision of
temporary staffing as follows: the equivalent of two temporary positions to address
customer service needs; the equivalent of three temporary positions to perform analytical
work, including rent analysis and appeals; and the equivalent of one temporary position to
provide clerical support. The estimated cost for these hourly non-benefited temporary
positions is $512,191 (See Attachment 2, Rent Stabilization Program—Estimated Budget).
In addition, staff requests a budget of $57,000 for publication, postage, and mailing,
computer, cell phone and furniture expenses. The total request of $766,395 covers
services for the period of September 2017 to June 30, 2018.
This temporary staffing plan is expected to cover the period from September 2017 to June
2018. In April 2018, staff will have fully implemented sufficient time of the new RSO
requirements and using this experience will present a permanent budget request for Fiscal
Year 2018/1 9.
NEXT STEPS
The amendments to the Rent Stabilization Ordinance raised a number of policy questions
identified in the facilitated dialogue sessions. A number of the issues require further
research and analysis. The most pressing item is completion of the rental registration,
certification of the rents, and processing of any appeals generated. The period of time is
now limited to four months to ensure maximum protection for tenants. Staff is requesting
immediate direction on the following issue:
1) Maintain the Rental Registry including requirement for units to be registered
by September 22, 2017. Revise electronic rental registration form to be
consistent with suggestions from the facilitated dialogue sessions.
At the August 8, 2017 meeting, Management Partners provided their estimate of the
resources required. In order to establish a true rent stabilization program, the resources
required are ongoing. However, if Council does not wish to allocate resources to fund the
full program at this time, staff has suggested the combined use of permanent and
temporary staffing.
2) Does Council want to authorize one full-time Deputy Director position to lead
the program?
3) Does Council support approval of an appropriation of $766,395 to provide
temporary staffing to complete the registration and appeal process? After a full
registration cycle has been completed, staff can return with a more accurate
estimate of needed resources to be requested in the FY 18/19 budget.
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In addition, the following action items will need to be considered:
4) Does Council want to engage the services of a professional
consultant/economist to provide further detail on rent stabilization policy
questions such as maximum allowable rent increases and relocation fees? If
so, what specific questions should be addressed? Should any analysis include
review of duplexes and/or owner-occupied buildings of 2-4 units? If Council
decides to engage these services staff requests direction on the selection
process and criteria.
5) Does Council want staff to investigate landlord/tenant mediation boards in
otherjurisdictions and return at a later meeting with examples of scope of
duties and required resources?
6) Does Council want staff to return at a future meeting for a policy discussion on
habitability standards?
PUBLIC OUTREACH AND NOTIFICATION
Notice for this pubic meeting was published in both local papers on August 25th and again
on September 1st, as well as on the City’s website. The notice was also mailed to
approximately 8600 tenants and 1000 property owners.
FISCAL IMPACT
The proposed budget of $766,395 will cover personnel and operating expenses for the
period of September 2017 through June 30, 2018. Staff is requesting that funds be
appropriated to the following accounts:
o 00114620-711000 = $197,204
o 00114620-731200 = $569,191
Staff will return with a fee analysis at a subsequent meeting which will provide
information on resources needed as part of the ongoing annual operations.
There will be a future cost, unknown at this time, if Council directs staff to engage
consultants to assist in economic analysis of appropriate maximum allowable annual
rent increases or relocation fees. Should Council decide to engage this expertise, staff
will seek proposals and return to a future meeting with the range of cost.
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RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that Council:
• Receive and review the results of the facilitated dialogue sessions;
• Proceed with rental unit registration;
• Appropriate funding from the General Fund to support of the Rent Stabilization
Program in the amount of $766,395; and
• Provide direction to staff regarding next steps.

Rhoads
Approved by
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ATTACHMENT 1

City of Beverly Hills Facifitative Dialogues July to,

2017

—

August

20, 2017

This report contains the following sections:
1. Executive Summary
2. Overall Goals of facilitative Dialogues
3. Facilitation Session One
a. Conclusion
b. Lessons
4. facilitation Session Two
a. Conclusion/Proposals
b. Lessons
facilitation Session Three
a. Party’s Interest Sheet
b. Lessons
6. facilitation Session four
a. Lessons
7. facilitation Session five
a. Landlord-Tenant Relations
b. Registry (initial discussions)
c. Habitability (initial discussions)
d. Rent Change
e. Lessons
8. facilitation Session Six
a. Communication
i. Recommendation
b. Registration
i. Recommendation
c. Rent Change/Increase
.

9. facilitation Session Seven
a. Landlord-Tenant Committee
i. Recommendation
b. Rent Change
i. Recommendation
c.
d.
e.
f.

No Cause Evictions
Relocation fees
Exemptions
Habitability

10. Conclusion
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1.

Executive Summary:

1. Rent Change:
(3.9+1.2 business

Tenants: 3.9 % (Current CPI Rent index) and Landlords: 5.1 %
tax) with pass through or 6% with no pass-through. Both sides have
made movement towards the “middle”, however, important differences in terms of how
rent adjustment should be calculated, remain. I recommend an expert’s opinion on this
issue.
2. Mediation Board: Both sides agree that City should constitute a “mediation board”
where matters can be discussed to improve communication and hence relationship
between landlords and tenants. They also think that this is a good place to further
discuss and explore the issues of Habitability and Power Imbalance, besides
exemptions. I concur with the parties and recommend that such board should be
constituted at the earliest so the current momentum gained in the facilitative dialogues
may continue.

3. Rent Registry: During facilitative dialogue six, the landlords agreed to proceed with
the current registry with a few amendments (concerns over square footage and with
sharing tenant’s personal information, which as per the City Staff was not the required
information). The landlords did not raise concern with the rent amount in this meeting,
however, in the subsequent (last) meeting, a strong voice was raised again against the
registry by the landlords’ committee.
4. Relocation Fees: Both parties discussed relocation fees as discussed under ‘the
current ordinance. The tenants in the last meeting made a proposal that relocation fees
should be tied to the actual “expenses” that the tenant faces. Detailed tenant’s proposal
is provided in this report. The landlords wanted to get more information and concrete
proposals from the tenants, however, stated that in principle they are not opposed to
tenant’s idea. Recommendation: I recommend the City to carefully review tenant’s
proposal and allow for further dialogue.
No Just Cause Eviction: Landlords want the terminology to be different. As per
them, there is always some cause in eviction so the terminology that there is “no-cause”
is itself wrong. They made a strong case to continue with the current laws pertaining to
the no cause eviction. The tenants stated several concerns with this provision but the
landlords conceded that we are willing to give the city a signed form that states the
current rent being charged so that they are not perceived to manipulate the process. No
agreement was reached on this issue, albeit, we didn’t have sufficient time to discuss it.
.

6. Exemptions: Duplexes and buildings with 4 units or less, which are owner occupied.
Tenants want such units to be considered as any other units. Landlords want them
exempt due to reasons explained in this report. Parties are still apart on this issue with
one claiming exemption and the other claiming no exemption. Recommendation: I
recommend this issue to be discussed before the proposed Mediation Board.
7. Habitability and Code Enforcement:
Both parties agreed that the City needs to adopt a higher than the current standard of
Habitability and they also agree that City needs to invest in more personnel for code
enforcement.
2

2.

Overall Goals of Facilitative Dialogues

In my planning, I designed the facilitation sessions by keeping the following steps in
mind:
first step: to Listen. I wanted to hear the stories and understand the conflict.
Second step: to gain Respect and Trust— I wanted to remain respectful to all
stories and perspectives besides remaining impartial so I gain the participants respect,
and their trust.
Third step: Clarification, Involvement & Venting—I wanted to know if they
understand their own intra-group goals and dynamics. I wanted to create a process
where the participants have discussions based on knowledge, on which, the participants
felt empowered and want to be involved to speak, to vent and contribute. [The City Staff
was amazing and excellent in their help throughout this endeavor].
Fourth step: Acceptance—I wanted the participants to accept the process of
facilitations itself as legitimate and as a fair process. I wanted the parties to understand
the different perspectives and struggles at the table and accept that movement will be
required from both sides and perhaps through the use of focused groups. The
participants from both landlords and tenants were extremely helpful in moving forward
with such a suggestion.
fifth Step: Towards Resotution---With the use of focused groups, I wanted the
public to still be involved in decision making as we work towards creating a consensus.
We tried the same at three different sessions (meeting five, six and seven) and thanks to
all the hard work of the committee representatives, who diligently but religiously kept
working on differing but important issues to be heard, to listen and to collaborate, we
made progress.
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.

Facilitation Session One: July lOg

2017

The first facilitation session was designed with the following refined goals with a focus
on Step i: Listening:
a.) To meet and get to know the parties to the conflict
b.) To understand the dynamics of the communication between the landlords
and tenants or in other words, to have a “real” picture of what the conflict is
about
c.) To attempt to come to an agreement in terms of scope of the follow-up
facilitations (to create an agenda for discussing the conflict in future sessions)
Process: Beginning at about 6:30 pm, several members of the public approached me,
requesting that they should not be identified as landlords or as tenants. They also
shared their fear of retaliation in the open setting. I asked these attendees that they will
not be required to speak in the open setting unless they voluntarily did so. I also offered
to all participants in all future sessions an option to approach me privately through
email or phone call, if they don’t feel comfortable speaking up in such an open setting.
Several tenants and landlords have done the same and it has enriched my
understanding of the conflict.

At 7 PM, the official time of start of the session, about half the room was full, however,
by 7.15, the entire room was about full, with dozens of motivated attendees. With the
goal of creating a sense of cooperation and understanding, the room was designed with
round tables where attendees were to face each other at the tables. No orders or
directions were given in terms of the seating arrangements to allow an organic flow to
the first session.
I began the facilitation by introducing myself and sharing that I am working for both
sides to bring them to consensus. The City staff collected signatures and names of the
attendees and it was judged that tenants were outnumbered by the landlords as per the
data collected by the city staff. After my brief introductions, early on in the process, I
asked parties to jointly work on a problem.
I immediately learned that participants weren’t in the mindset to collaborate but rather
they were present to: a) speak their mind and be heard, b) eager try to reach
“conclusion” by the end of meeting, and c) express their frustrations and in many cases,
their anger with how things have been handled in the past. I learned that many
attendees wanted to understand why the City did not conduct such facilitative sessions
in advance of passing the current ordinance.
Task: When I felt the urgency with which the participants wanted to get to the “point”, I
asked each round table to get to work: I gave them a task of coming up with a list of
issues or set of concerns that is bothering them in the current situation. I purposefully
left my question open ended so that I give them a chance to speak their mind about what
is troubling them the most. I did request them to restrict the number of such concerns to
three on each table, if they can.
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Discussions: I allowed the discussions to proceed for nearly thirty minutes. I walked
to several tables to answer their individual questions. After the attendees were asked to
come to a consensus on the “list of issues”, I asked a volunteer from each table to get up
and make public announcements of their “consensus”.

Announcements: Participants followed by question. Several came forward and shared
the stories from their tables. Many spoke about their personal stories. One went on to
speak for nearly seven minutes. I requested parties to stick to the agenda and work
collectively to create the set of issues that are bothering all.
a.
Conclusion: After I heard each table present to the overall group a series of
issues and concerns that concerns them the most, then, I worked with my notes to
create an agenda. The agenda included the following items:
1.

Rent Change/Increase

2.

Notice of Termination

3.

Relocation Fees

4.

Communication (with each other) and with the City

5.

Registration of Rental Units

6.

Power Imbalance/Moving forward

Lessons: I noticed the dynamics of the conflict and gained better understanding
b.
of differing perspectives, as I heard passionate stories from landlords and tenants. The
stories were personal but at times related to policy in nature. I found out that the issues
that the parties to this conflict are facing are:
Trust related: Parties did not trust each other. There was a clear “stereotype”
as to what the “other side” is and a feeling that such storied needed to be told.
However, I also learned that not everyone came to the room to “fight” or accept
that stereotype of the other. A few stated that they don’t have any issue with their
landlords or their tenants.
i)

2) Communication related: (especially as it relates to City): Several members
raised concerns about whether the City cared about their relationship and their
future. Time and again, a sentiment was raised, “why these sessions did not take
place before the emergency ordinance was passed.”

3) Process Related/Quick Resolution: Several members also demonstrated
impatience; they wanted all the “important” issues to be resolved in the same day.
I explained that this process will take time and asked them to think of the other
side and their story and not be bound by the limitation of a single story.
4) Priority/Willingness to Work: However, among all the stories and
emotional statements, I also noticed an order. I noticed that there were a few

broad areas that almost all participants wanted to be addressed. I also noticed a
sense of civility, among other reasons, including the fact that most interested
members of the public were interested and willing to work, it could be my earlier
call to: i.) respect each other; 2) make their voice heard and 3) to make a choice
to contribute positively.
5) Agenda/Consensus: Even though, I heard several voices, a consensus
emerged towards the end of the meeting towards what is it what we will like to be
accomplished in the future sessions, which as stated earlier were the following
items:
Rent Change/Increase
Notice of Termination
Relocation fees
Communication (with each other) and with the City
Registration of Rental Units
Power Imbalance/Moving forward
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4.

facilitation Session Two: July

12, 2017

The goal of this meeting was to gain participants respect and trust in the process and to
start the facilitation process with the first identified issue.
Process: Meeting two took place at the same location, but with a room separation so
parties could be better managed, it was easier to have participants in the smaller room,
however, we still had issues with the sound system. A direction was given to those in
attendance: each table was to seat three tenants and three landlords. It was given to
create equal opportunity to landlords and tenants and to create a community dialogue
on issue one. In this meeting, I also took more roles in creating a balanced process. By
this time, I was aware of the feeling of the imbalance of power, as expressed to me
numerous times in the first week and in the after-meeting conversations.

At 7.15, after the ground rules and directions were given, the attendees were asked to
discuss and create proposals that are directed towards compromise. They were asked to
have a dialogue with the other. While most shared concrete proposals after a round of
discussions, a few come to the table with personal stories, as they wanted to be heard
about their current landlord or current tenant perspective.
a. Conclusion: Summary of all the discussions regarding the main issue of rent
stabilization is summarized here:

Proposals regarding Rent Increase provision of the current ordinance
Table # 1:
Tenants
Average between CPI & Federal Inflation Rate
Lçep 3%

Landlords
5% plus 100% capital improvement pass-through
over5years
7-8% every 2 years

Table # 2: Four summary points:
Protect seniors on a fixed income or disabled; protect the needy.
All others max out at 7% increase.
Ability to bank increases not used up to maximum per year
Pass-through capital upgrades—major upgrades/repairs---5 years recovery allotted based on rent.
Table #3:
Tenants
Eliminate the 3% rent floor and increase rent
(subject to determination that property has not
deteriorated); use City CPI.
Table#4:
Tenants
Less than or equal to 3% rent increase per
habitability (conditions)

Landlords
Phase out Chapter 5

Landlords
7% rent increase ÷ 50% pass through for capital
improvements

CPI-lndexed (for formula) given rent adjustment
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process & pass through
Table #5:
Up to 8% rent increase per year not to exceed 32% over 5 years.
Table # 6:
Up to 8%: Mandatory Improvements, specific to flooring & carpet based on useful life.
Table #7:
Tenants: 10% increase every year should not be
Landlords: at least 7% increase should be
allowed,
allowed.
Table # 8:
Exclude: 2, 3 & 4 unit owners occupied units from Ordinance OR make the increase 7% per year.
The Ordinance cannot apply to all Landlords and Properties Equally. Those Properties that are known to
have increased tenant’s rents with no maintenance need to be corralled. May depend upon the size. For
others, the rent should be allowed to increase 5-7%.
We need “incentives” based on improvements.
Table #9:
A Suggested Framework:
If Building Has
Maximum Allowed Rent Increase
2-6 Units + Serves as Landlords’ Primary
6%
Residence
2—6Units
4%
Greater than 6 Units
2%

b. Lessons: In the second meeting, it became clear that if I needed to move the
participants towards the consensus building stage, then a) they needed to be on
the same page in terms of understanding their own issues; b) they needed to
create more concrete proposals as to what may or may work for them and c) that
process may need to cater towards a focused group, which can represent the
voices of their group members.

I also noticed that dozens of new attendees joined the process (meeting two), that did
not attend the first facilitation. I had to improvise the process to cover both what was
already covered in the first meeting but also move forward with the plan for the second
meeting.

$

5.

Facilitation Session Three: July 17.

2017

By meeting three, I had identified key players on both sides; I held several discussions
with them in writing and over phone to have a better understanding of the situation
from public’s perspective. I prepared the following summary of party’s interests, based
on my conversations with both parties.
a. PARTY INTEREST SHEET
Interests
Comfort and
Peace of Mind
Living Standard
Rent Change

Communication
with each other

Communication
with the City

Contractual
Obligations
Relationship

Tenants
To have a safe and comfortable
housing. Trustworthy landlord
To live in a properly maintained unit
(habitable)
To know and understand a
predictable and reasonable rent
change.

Landlords
To have safe and perhaps long-term,
Trustworthy tenants.
To make profit on their investment and
maintain their unit.
Based on several objective factors, to be
able to raise rent (to investment)

Raising of the rent connected with an
objective criterion,
To have a way in which tenants can
communicate “concerns” and “issues”
with landlords without the fear of
reprisal,
To have a way in which tenants can
communicate “concerns” to the code
enforcement and City officials

To efficiently work with illegal subleases
and/or unauthorized modification of the
rental unit
To have a way in which landlords can
communicate their “concerns” and
“issues” without facing the fear of being
called a bully.
To have a way in which landlords can
communicate “concerns” and “issues”
about non-cooperative tenants.

Contractual Obligations
Notice of Termination
Respect the Privacy and Relationship
No abusive Landlord

Contractual Obligations
Security of Occupied Unit
Respect the Privacy and Relationship
No abusive Tenant

I assessed a need among both groups to meet separately to make progress. Therefore,
for meeting three, I also came prepared to separate landlords and tenants into separate
rooms so that:
a.) they could hold intragroup sessions and come to consensus on key issues and
proposals;
b.) feel comfortable in the surroundings to make further commitment to the
process of facilitation.
I held a joint meeting in the beginning of the meeting and discussed the above provided
summary of party interests. I spoke to both sides to learn more about their interests. I
noticed that like meeting two, in the third meeting, dozens of new attendees joined the
process, that did not attend either the first or the second facilitation.
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After I separated the landlord and tenants in to separate groups. I told them to care for
each other’s perspective and to not use stereotypical language about the other.
While in separate groups, both parties made progress.
In the tenants group, a group which I attended first, I asked for two facilitators to work
with the group and focus on two goals:
1.)
2.)

To facilitate a dialogue with the group and agree with the issues that we had
already identified and prioritize such issues, and,
To create an understanding and proposals towards such issues. (I wanted to
give them time to talk to each other to learn, investigate and create intra
group understanding).

In the landlords group, I gave a similar orientation, however, within the first few
minutes, it became clear that the priority of the landlords was to discuss the very
recently received “registration” requirement. They were surprised, if not shocked, to
receive the same and understandably wanted to be heard about such requirement. In
particular, the landlords asked:
1.)
2.)

Why were the Registration Notices sent to the Landlords, in the midst of the
Facilitative Dialogues? and,
Will this practice demonstrate a bad-faith intent on part of the City? In
particular, the landlords shared doubts as to the sincerity of the City towards
the facilitation process and/or results of the facilitation sessions.

b. Lessons:
By meeting three, I was aware of another issue that was not on the table: mistrust
towards the City: a feeling that the City is not catering towards the best interests of its
citizens. A few remarked that the City is not doing enough ground work before passing a
legislation and others said that the City needs to improve its communication. However,
there were signs of support as well, though most people with supportive comments
walked up to me in private.
With the help of Ms. Susan Keene, I tried to help the landlords understand the
requirements behind the registration requirements, a process that was repeated with the
help of Mr. Raj Patel in session four.
After spending about 30 minutes on the registration issue, it was clear to me that
landlords were strongly opposing such requirement.

To summarize the following three concerns, among other, were raised:
-Privacy concerns
-Unfair Competition concerns
-Safety concerns
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I asked the landlords to work on another issue since we had limited time left for the
night, and they clearly needed more time to delve in to other issues. I ended the meeting
by taking a vote in both groups as to how they feel about selecting representatives as we
move to next stage. I asked both sides, separately, if they are willing and open to let a
team of representatives take conversations forward. Most tenants and landlords present
in their separate rooms raised their hands in support of such process as the best ways to
move forward towards a consensus.
It was further announced in this meeting that such selection of the representatives will
take place in the July 25th facilitative session.
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6. Facilitative Session Four: July 2,

2017

In meeting four, which also overflowed into a bigger room, and to my calculations the
most attended meeting, I started, by a joint session, where I again laid the ground rules
and provided a brief summary of the progress made till July 25. I also spoke of ways in
which parties can work towards a resolution and motivated them to work and guide
each other towards a joint goal of understanding and consensus.
Goal:

My main goal in this meeting was to have the tenants and landlord work independently
to create a team of representatives that will take the discussions forward.
In this meeting, through a process that was voluntarily designed by the landlords and
tenants separately, each side worked towards choosing the seven representatives. I
intentionally gave the power to the tenants and landlords to make their own choice,
without any influence from myside. Keeping impartiality is dear to my mind but also to
my heart so I paid extra attention to and intended this meeting to grow organically and I
think it did.
After about two hours of deliberations, the attendees chose and announced the sevenmember committee. The tenants and landlords also agreed to provide any comments or
concerns of policy nature through emails and phone calls to the respective committees.
[Emails and Phone numbers were shared publicly by the committee organizers].
I also announced that I am happy to take any general comments, proposals or feedback
from the public at my email or phone number.
a. Lessons:

Attendees on both sides were willing to work towards a process that helps them move
the discussions forward. I appreciated the motivations on both sides to work with my
suggestive framework and to commit to the committee of seven.
I am very appreciative of the facilitators in each room that volunteered with this process
and helped us all in moving forward by helping select the committee members from the
tenants’ and the landlords’ side.
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7.

Facilitative Session five: July 0

2017

Process: With the committee members ready to initiate the discussion on July 30, I
started the conversation by thanking the committees to come to the table, to volunteer
their time and shared that the best way to move forward is to think of the other side’s
interests in addition to one’s own and to try to use civil and helpful language as we make
progress. I thanked them for taking the leadership role.
Even though the committee members and I sat at a long table, members of the public
were invited and were welcomed in the room. Two mics and a loud speaker were used to
make sure the attendees heard all dialogues.
Having learned from previous sessions how important both communication and
relationship is to participants, I started the meeting with the issue of “Relationship
Building”. Under this issue, it was agreed that the property owners, tenants and the city
needed to improve communication. I emphasized the important of relationships to both
sides and how we all need to rely on each other to live a comfortable life.
a. Proposal: Tenant-Landlord Relations Committee

Tenants made the first proposal on this issue by proposing the Tenant-Landlord
Relations Committee.
A tenant representative read, “The Committee strongly endorses the creation of a
Landlord/Tenant Relations Commission, whose purposes shall be to serve as the first
avenue of dispute resolution on all matters between landlords and tenants. From time to
time, the commission shall also make recommendations to the City Council on landlordtenant relations and other housing related matters.”
A landlord representative agreed that this is a good idea, and stated that it is an idea that
will also benefit the City. The non-productiveness of Human Relations Committee was
discussed and it was pointed out that it is utterly important that both tenants and
landlords are equally represented on this committee.
Tenant and property owner representatives agreed that a representative body that could
hear both sides of a dispute, and can also make policy recommendations to the City as
the rent stabilization program evolved.
I added that it can the voice of the committee members to the City. I further encouraged
them to think of creating detailed plans for this committee.

b. Rental Unit Registry

The second issue was proposed by the landlords. The landlords started discussing this
issue by presenting a strong voice against the registry. The concerns varied from privacy
concerns:
i)

such registration will make us disclose “private information which become
matter of public record”,
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to safety concern, “the information can lead to us being targeted”,
to
unfair competition, “why should I disclose to other tenants what my
3)
previous tenants are paying?”
purpose
oriented questions: “what is City’s purpose in creating such registry”,
4)
5) costs related question, “at what costs and who pays for such costs”.
2)

On the other hand, the tenants seemed more concerned with the finances and
performance part of the registration. A tenant suggested if the landlords have issues
with providing exact rent amount, then they can provide a range.
A suggestion was made that some of the information that the City intends to collect
through this registry can be collected by creating a website.
Another proposal by a landlord was that “this information is accessible and the City
needs to be more robust in their reporting. This does not require a registry and we will
gladly disclose 60-Day no cause evictions.”
We needed more discussions on the topic and moved the rest of the discussion till next
meeting.

c. Habitability:
Both parties saw benefit in keeping up with the Habitability Standard. Tenants’
committee member read a pre-prepared statement on Habitability, which read:

The interest ofgood landlords and tenants in maintaining their property
and homes in optimum condition are entirely harmonious. Accordingly,
the Committee concluded that habitability standards beyond the
minimum required by the State of California should be included in the
Ordinance or elsewhere in the municipal code. Such standards, present in
the codes of other cities, include minimum time standardsfor the
replacement of carpets and window covering, and thefrequency of
required interior and exterior painting. We believe that good landlords
cannot object to such standards and that a simple yearly sign off by the
tenant that such standards are being met creates no cost or
administrative burden. Landlords who fail to meet minimum habitability
standards should not be permitted any rent increase until they do so. If
they fail to meet the standards within a specified period, they should be
subject to fines, as is the case in the City ofLos Angeles and elsewhere.

After discussions, both sides moved towards an agreement that surrounded on health
and safety but also on care. It was noted that if both landlords and tenants cares about a
unit then it goes in everyone’s benefit. We revisited this issue in our last meeting (see
page 27).
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d. Rent Change:

This •vas our first meeting to discuss rent change in a focused group setting. Both parties
let their voices heard. The tenants started by sharing that the yearly permissible rent
increase should be determined by the Los Angeles Consumer Price Index. They said that
such index is used by other cities. However, the landlords committee did not like the CPI
attachment. They proposed that they are willing to look at 7% instead of the io% (past
increases allowed) but would request the tenants to divorce CPI from it and that such
number will be attached to the concept of “rent banking” and pass-throughs needs to be
allowed.
When the landlords committee returned after, in good faith, they revised their earlier
proposal and took “rent banking” and “pass through” off the table. In response, the
tenants were still committed to CPI.’
Even though the parties were far in their approach to come to a consensus on this issue,
it was raised again in subsequent meeting. See the discussions on rent change on page
is and 21.
e. Lessons:

The first focused group session was much more productive than the public meeting
setting as we could focus on individual issues and delve deeper in to policy arguments
surrounding the issues. I was also very pleased with the effort put forth by both tenant
and landlord committee representatives, however, I did learn that if I need to bring
them to consensus, I may need to meet with parties separately before the start of the
next session. I implemented the same technique in our next meeting.

1

A written statement from Tenant’s Committee reads [provided at the meetingj:

The Committee believes that no rent adjustment should be approved unless the landlord maintains the
rental property in acceptable condition. (See Habitability Standards below.) That is to say, the yearly
rent adjustment should not be automatic.
The Committee believes that the ordinance does not properly distinguish improvements from
maintenance, and that only the cost of improvements, not maintenance, should be passed through to
tenants. For example, the Ordinance classifies such items as replacement flooring and roofing as
“improvements” when they merely return a property to a prior state. The Ordinance, like rent
stabilization ordinances in other cities, should make it clear that replacement of base amenities does not
constitute improvement.
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8. Facilitation Session Six: August

1, 2017

I set the ground rules in our session six that we should try to move forward without war
stories. I also reminded each side to not use stereotypical language against the other.
For example, “all landlords are like...” or “all tenants are like...” I was equipped to come
to meeting six with more understanding of parties needs and interests. I also
understood having worked with both sides at the smaller table that they (the
committees) are capable of working together. That they are willing to work with each
other, even hold respectful dialogues with each other, especially on some of the most
crucial issues.
a. Issue #

1

Communication:

In the very first facilitation session, I realized that one of the biggest needs of both sides
is the need to talk with each other. However, I also noticed that as an issue with any
situation of public policy, several people will and up speaking about their personal
experiences and take up important time for serving a private goal. I wanted to reiterate
the power in the idea that both tenants and landlords can come together and talk.
One of the additions, however, to that idea is the addition of a third party. Typically,
that’s what separates the process of negotiation from the process of mediation. In
mediation, a neutral third party intervenes in the process to facilitate the dialogue
between the two or more sides. The neutral party can see the situation from a thirdparty lens and moreover, the neutral party takes on the process with expertise in
communication and dispute resolution. I was pleased to hear that both tenants and
landlords were on board in terms of communication.
As per the first issue, the idea was intentionally framed to discuss the relationship
between landlord and tenants. An idea was revisited: Landlord-Tenant Relations
Committee.
Several underlying interests that satisfy this proposed idea were discussed:
-

-

*

-

It can help resolve conflict before they become unmanageable
It can defuse situations between landlords and tenants who need help with
Relationship repair.
It can have a hearing officer
It can constitute perhaps three members from each side

I saw two distinct needs for such mediation board/committee:
First, mediations to discuss policy: I think the need is to continue the initiated
facilitative dialogues but perhaps in a more controlled setting? Such need stems
from my discussions with both sides as they continue to bring forth a need for a
platform where they can discuss the future policy points.
Second, mediations to discuss conflict: I saw the need for particular disputes that
need to be settled; perhaps can be settled through mediation board. Such
16

disputes can be of any nature, they can be between a landlord and a tenant or a
landlord and several tenants etc. Such disputes can be handled through an
amicable and private process that handles conflict through mediations.
Issues to consider:
Ideas aside, several factors need to be considered, especially when it related to
mediations to discuss policy:
-who will be represented on the tenant or landlord committee?
-will such representatives be revolving in nature (will they change after being on
board for certain period of time)?
-will such sessions be public or private in nature?
i.
Recommendations: The City can take help from other
cities in this realm, as other local cities have similar committees but I also
think the City of Beverly Hills can be pro-active in this area and make
proper communication as their central theme. They can invest their time
and energy in this regard and such investment will be helpful to the City in
the end, in terms of maintaining better relationship among different
parties. I will be happy to assist the City in establishment or creation of
such committee/dispute resolution board.
b.

Registration/Registration Form:

We had an extensive discussion on registration; the following provides a summary of
key discussion points:
Landlords, generally speaking oppose registration. Their main concerns against registry,
at least as presented in the meeting six are of two kinds: privacy specific questions,
public policy related questions and tenant centric questions:
Privacy Specific Questions:
-why is my personal information going to be made public?
-will the rent amount be made public?
Public Policy Related Questions:
-how is registration connected to the core City need of performance, code
violations and of evictions?
-what is City’s objective in gathering this information?
-how will the City pay for such registration?
-will the City hire more people to tackle all the data that the registration
generates?
Then, the landlords presented some points that were tenants centric:
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-why should I disclose information about my tenants?
-can the tenants get back to me for sharing their information?
In this meeting, it was clarified by the City staff (and by sharing the actual registration
forms) that in fact the registration form does not ask for specific information about your
tenant and if you have concerns or can’t share information about tenant’s age, children
(under is), disabled person then such information is exempt from disclosure by law.
Tenant’s voiced their opinion in favor of registry. Their main points are:
-registry will certify maximum permissible rent for each unit
-there is a public purpose in everybody knowing what maximum rent can be
-registry will help the City in separating people who are following the rules from
people who aren’t.
-registry will provide data to the City which can be used when an abusive
landlord-tenant situation is at stake.
i.

Recommendations:

In moving towards compromise, the present landlords discussed the registration form
and shared that they have specific objections to the following clauses:
Box pertaining to Tenant Information (such box is exempt from disclosure by
law)
Square Footage: landlords presented the argument that it is not easy for them to
pin point the exact square footage of all buildings that they own. A proposal was
made to modify such square footage box to “approximate square footage”
Lastly, the landlords made a strong case for exemption of owner occupied
duplexes from the rent control ordinance; however, as discussed in this meeting,
the way the City can assess whether a duplex is owner occupied or not is via
registry.
Duplex Exemption/Owner Occupied Units: This topic was discussed at length in our
last meeting (meeting seven). I have combined my notes for this subject under that
heading.
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c. Rent Increase/Change:

One of the hardest topics that I have been working with both sides is the topic of rent
increase/change. Positions were polarized. Each side came to this topic with a very
different proposal, however, after discussing the subject in several our facilitation
dialogues, including this dialogue number six, movement was made by both sides and
they were coming towards a settlement.

Landlords:

Landlords’ position is at 7% (which is different from their proposal in the next
(seventh meeting). Landlords don’t accept CPI (Consumer Price Index) as an
appropriate metric.
Tenants:

Tenants position in this session (which is different from their proposal in the next
(seventh meeting) is that CPI should govern any possible rent change and not a
random number.
This topic is discussed in detail in our meeting seven notes below.

g. Facilitative Session Seven: August

20, 2017

Ground Rules:

With only a week between meeting six and seven, and knowing that this could be the last
meeting- at least- for the time being as I prepare to present my report to the City Council
on September 5, I jumped in to this meeting with my agenda of four items:
a. Landlord-Tenant Committee
b. Rent Change
c. Relocation Fees
d. No-Cause Eviction
e. Exemptions
f.

Habitability

To understand each side’s underlying interests in their positions, I proposed and met
with committee members on Saturday, prior to the Sunday meeting. In this meeting, I
noticed a need by each side to stick to their positions but also a willingness to work with
the other. I noticed a lens of curiosity that I always wanted to see. At least a couple of
people in such pre-facilitation sessions asked for more time.
a.

Landlord-Tenant Committee

Each side was prepared to speak more on the issue. The landlords offered a suggestion
that this committee could look into policy arguments, starting with whether the City
needs rent stabilization or not. Tenants reiterated the fact that we wish this committee
to tackle landlord-tenant disputes as well.
This additional, however minor yet important point added a new layer of understanding
to my perspective and to repeat my recommendation from the previous meeting:
i.

Recommendations:

Tackling future conflict between the parties or even misunderstanding between the
parties is important. I saw two distinct needs for such mediation board/committee:
First, mediations to discuss policy: I think the need is to continue the initiated
facilitative dialogues but perhaps in a more controlled setting? Such need stems
from my discussions with both sides as they continue to bring forth a need for a
platform where they can discuss the future policy points.
Second, mediations to discuss conflict: I saw the need for particular disputes that
need to be settled; perhaps can be settled through mediation board. Such
disputes can be of any nature, they can be between a landlord and a tenant or a
landlord and a several tenants. Such disputes can be handled through an
amicable and private process that handles conflict through mediations.
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Issues to consider:
Ideas aside, several factors need to be considered, especially when it related to
mediations to discuss policy:
-who will be represented on the tenant or landlord committee?
-will such representatives be revolving in nature?
-will such sessions be public or private in nature?
The City can take help from other cities in this realm, as other local cities have similar
committees but I also think the City of Beverly Hills can be pro-active in this area and
make proper communication as their theme. They can invest their time and energy in
this regard and such investment will be helpful to the City in the end.
b.

Rent Increase/Change

By meeting seven, I am told that each side sees the issue very positionaly. In fact, one of
the earlier exercises, a participant mentioned: “it is landlords’ favor to keep the rent
increase as high as possible and in tenants’ favor to keep the rent as low as possible”.
However, when I worked with representative committees on both sides on this issue
over several sessions, here is what I learned:
Besides the economic impact, that the rent change can have, people have
emotional association with this issue (including with the fact whether rent stabilization
itself is a good idea or not). Parties are influenced by how the surrounding cities respond
to rent changes.
i.)

2.) Both sides are willing to work with the other on this issue. They see the fact
that if they work with each other then it is to their benefit.

3.) They are looking at this issue from very different perspectives. They both are
clear in their minds as to the best reason for their position but both sides are still failing
to understand and more importantly appreciate the points from the other side’s
perspective.
Lastly, it was clear that this issue was going to be a sticking point but I appreciate all the
hard work that landlords and tenants put in to this issue and here are the movements
made by both sides.
Landlord’s last offer in facilitative dialogue session seven was
allowable with pass-through. Or 6% with no pass through.2
2

5.1%

rent increase

Landlords provided the following statement after the facilitation session seven:
“We responded in the alternative at the last session to your proposal of a 5.1% cap, that

f the tenants would accept one of our alternative suggestions, we would accept either a
straight 6% cap on rent raises or a .i% cap with an automatic pass-through to the
tenants of all utility costs without any formal bureaucratic process. We attempted to
propose something different to negotiate in goodfaith. The tenants did not accept either
of our suggestions and we continue to believe that a 7.0% cap, which is a 30% reduction
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The tenants’ last offer at the facilitative dialogue session seven was that yearly allowable
rental increase be determined by the Bureau of Labor Statistics Rent of primary
residence in U.S. The tenants called this proposal a “Rent Index CPI” and provided data
in session seven that stated that the current Rent Index CPI is 3.9%.
Tenants proposed caps to such proposal. A base cap of 3% (so the rent could be allowed
to increase a minimum of 3%, if needed); and a ceiling of 8% (so rent increase may not
go higher than 8%, even if the Rent Index CPI does.)
At the meeting, the tenants also suggested that rent adjustment needs to be attached to
rental property being “in acceptable condition, in conformity with building codes and
revised habitability standards.”3
My observations:

Both tenants and landlords presented strong personal observations on what the rent
change, if different from the current (“such increases shall not exceed the greater of: i)
three percent (3%) of the rental rate then in effect, or 2) the percentage equal to the
percentage increase, if any, of the consumer price index for the Los
Angeles/Riverside/Orange County area, as published by the United States department
of labor, bureau of labor statistics between May 1 of the then current year and May 1 of
the immediately preceding year”4) should be.
My proposal in the facilitative dialogue seven was that based on arguments from both
sides, I recommend that they may consider 5.1% percent as maximum allowable rent
increase. This number is based on the tenant’s proposal (Rent Index CPI); which is
currently at 3.9% and landlords’ arguments that the costs of doing business in the City
of Beverly Hills is higher than other cities as landlords in Beverly Hills pays 1.2% higher
business tax than other local cities.5 However, I do understand the tenants’ argument
that even if landlords are paying a higher business tax, first, such tax is already
ofsomething that has been effectfor 30 years, is afair rent increase cap for all
concerned.”
3

Tenants provided the following written statement:
‘The Committee believes that the yearly allowable rental increase under the Ordinance,
currently 3%, be instead determined by the Bureau of Labor Statistics Rent ofprimary
residence in U.S. andfluctuate with inflation up to an 8% ceiling (commensurate with
the Chapter 5 policy). The Committee also proposes that no rent adjustment should be
approved unless the property owner maintains the rental property in acceptable
condition, in conformity with building codes and revised habitability standards. That is
to say, the yearly permissible rent adjustment should not be automatic but contingent
on maintenance to agreed-upon standards. Moreover, the current ordinance does not
properly distinguish improvements from maintenance. It should make clear that
replacement of “base amenities” does not constitute an ‘improvement.

Section 4-6-3: Rental Increases of Chapter 6, Rent Stabilization, Part II (page 2/15).
The landlords said that the current business tax rate of Beverly Hills substantially higher than the
business tax rate of other cities. As per the data provided by Management Partners, in properties with 4
more units, the current business tax rate is 0.01200 per $;.oo ($12.oo/$1,000 in gross receipts) for the
City of Beverly Hills versus 0.00127 per $i.oo ($1.27/$1,000 in gross receipts) for the City of Los Angeles.
4
5
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calculated in to the Rent Index CPI (which the tenants are proposing) and that such tax
increase doesn’t happen each year. In other words, the increase in taxes don’t
accumulate year by year, however, the increase in rent could occur on yearly basis.
I. Recommendation:

Based on my understanding of the situation, I would recommend the City to invest in
hiring an independent expert in real estate market to study if the cost of doing business,
which in this case, is rental units, is higher than other cities and by what margin.
If the City is not inclined to invest in such expert, then I would recommend the City to
first make a choice, whether they will be willing to agree with the Consumer Price Index
(tenant’s position) or whether they wish to start with a number (landlords position). If
there is way to bring both in to consideration, then it might satisfy each sid&s interest
but at present they both are adamant on the above stated positions.
c. No Cause Evictions:

Landlords’ Position:
No Cause Evictions need to be preserved to provide landlords afair economical and
efficient manner to terminate problem tenants. This will also benefit adversely affected
Tenants who want a disruptive tenant removed. The landlords agree that their needs
to be adequate safeguards and limits to protect both Tenants and landlords. Some, but
not all, of the protections would be:
-Aformulaefor the number of times the option can be used in a certain time period,for
certain size buildings, i.e. 1 time every 18 monthsfor; to 10-unit buildings; -The time
period to vacate, i.e. 6o days;
-The amount of relocation fees, i.e.

2

times the current monthly rent;

-A No Pay

period, i.e. no relocation fees paid during first 12 -24 months. -A limit to the number
of times a Tenant can receive such relocation feesfrom any city, to safeguard against
tenant abuse of the system, i.e.; time every 5 years;

-Means testing, i.e. must only

have income/assets of no more than a certain amount to qualify. -Thefiling of a
simple form with the City, to enable the City to accumulate data regarding the
frequency that landlords use this option, and to ensure compliance with the any
applicable ordinance.
Tenants’ Position:
The Committee believes that allowing no-just-cause tenancy terminations creates an
atmosphere offear in the resident base; discourages tenants from reporting
unsanitary or substandard unit conditions; and substitutes as an inappropriate, if
convenient, alternative to for-cause evictionsfor landlords. Moreover, no-just-cause
contravenes City Council interest in supporting residential stability. And the policy
poses harm especially tofamilies with children in the schools, andfor whom finding
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replacement housing in Beverly Hills is particular challenge given the very limited
number ofsuitable units and the high demandfor such units.
The committee proposes to end no-just-cause tenancy termination entirely. There is
simply no justifiable basis on which to allow landlords to terminate tenancies
capriciously orfor any reason other than for-cause (with due process). The federal
government ensures that providing housing is non- discriminatory and has
promulgated bright-line rules to that effect. However, landlords under no-just-cause
are simplyfree to discriminate on any basis to summarily deprive a tenant of the
continued enjoyment of their home.
My Observations

Even though the issue of no-cause eviction was discussed in Facilitative Dialogue
Session, I personally did not get enough time with either landlords or tenants to explore
all dimensions of their interests in this issue. I would recommend this issue to be
brought up before the Mediation Board as I do not have a strong recommendation one
way or the other on this issue.
d.

Relocation fees:

Relocation fees were discussed at the last meeting and like no-cause eviction, this
subject may need further discussion. The following proposal was read out by the
Tenants’ Committee and the landlords agreed to the proposal in principle but did ask to
discuss the following in specific.
Proposal. Current relocation fees do not reflect the real-world costs of
relinquishing our home. Relocation fees must reflect the estimated actual
costs of moving the home. We are proposing several adjustments to the
currentfee scheduled.
Relocation fees should be provided to all households regardless of length
of tenure (after the first year of residence). Today’s relocation fees are
contingent on length-of-tenancy: for any tenancy shorter than 2.5 years,
fee amounts are discounted 50%. That is not supportable. As actual
relocation costs make no distinction based on length of tenure, the fees
should reflect the actual costs of moving the home and be payable in full
for all qualifying households.
Relocation fees should be adjusted according to the same formula or
amount as the allowed annual rent increase. Relocation fees at present
are indexed to rise with consumer prices (CPI). The intent is for fee
amounts to reflect the increasing costs of securing housing. However
when the allowable annual rent increase is greater than CPI in any year,
or all years, then relocation fees will increasingly trail the actual cost of
securing housing. Relocation fees should keep parity with prevailing
rents in Beverly Hills.
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Relocation fees should be paid into escrow by the landlord at the time he
notifies the city of an involuntary termination. Today, relocation fees are
payable only at vacation of the unit, which obligates the tenant to go outof-pocket to finance their relocation. Additionally, once the tenant
formally notifies the landlord of her departure date, then some portion of
the fees should be releasedfrom escrow on her direction to a third party,
such as a landlords or moving company, so that her actual expenses
during the relocation may be covered.
Temporary relocation fees on a per-diem basis should be established.
When a tenant is displaced due to circumstances beyond her control,
there is no temporary relocation fee specified or awarded. Instead,
compensationfor estimated actual expenses is negotiated between tenant
and landlord. However the tenant may be at a disadvantage in that
negotiation. Furthermore, when a tenant is told to vacate the premises by
the authorities there may be little time to arrive at a mutuallysatisfactory per diem amount. A fee schedule should be established that
reflects the actual expenses of a temporary relocation. 6

e. Exemptions: Duplex and Owner-Occupied Units

After hearing extensive discussions from both landlords and tenants on the issues
of exemptions, I understand that the landlords represented on the committee
believe all duplexes, and all owner-occupied buildings of 4 units of less, should be
completely exempt from the RSO.
The landlords arguments are: ;) Duplexes forcibly have certain fixed costs similar
to those of larger buildings, but only benefit from the rental income of two units.
2) The risk carried by the Landlord is larger than that of bigger buildings. Each
time there is a vacancy 50% of the income is lost, yet the Landlord is still
supposed to support a mortgage, pay for regular maintenance of the two units,
and must somehow fund reserves for unexpected repairs and large capital
renovations. 3) Most duplexes are from the 1920’s, 30’s and 40’S and have a
higher level of architectural detail and craftsmanship than other types of
properties. Lastly, Landlords provided some data that I am not able to confirm or
deny:
“There are approximately 200 duptexes in Beverly Hilts, thus 400
units. This equates to just under 20% of the total number of
Formula. Relocation fees should reflect estimated actual costs the household will incur to relocate. Thus
a market study should be completed to determine prevailing rents. We propose to raise the award for
protected-classes of tenants from $2,000 to $3,000 and award an additional 50% ($1,500) for every
additional member of any protected tenant class. We propose to create a new relocation fee tier for 3-BR
units because such apartments are numerically fewer than smaller units and this in greater demand by
families with children. They are not only more difficult to secure but command a significantly higher rent.
6
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multifamily buildings, but is 4.8% of the total number of rental
units. Consequently by removing all duplexes from the R$O, the
city plausibly would be helping to maintain the curb appeal of
j/5th of all apartment buildings
a big impact. At the same time
the city would be helping to preserve these special structures
within the housing stock.”
—

For the owner-occupied exemption (2, 3 and 4-unit building), the landlords
committee made the following arguments: i) Most, if not all, such owners are not
primarily in the real estate business. 2) The tenants who live in such buildings
often form closer relationships with owners (and their close family members) and
many have been tenants for a considerable time. 3) As a result, many such units
are rented at below market rents because owners are particularly interested in
stability and relationships.
Lastly, the landlords raised the costs argument that when such units become
vacant, “costs associated with vacancies represent a greater percentage of gross
rental revenues than in larger buildings. Owner occupied buildings only benefit
from rental income from 50-75% of the units, yet these owners still have to pay
and save for ;oo% of large capital expenses, and other regular maintenance
costs.”7 The landlords concluded by adding:
“For those reasons, we believe that these types of
apartments should be exempt from all aspects of the RSO. More
specifically, the rent cap should not apply, and no relocation fees
should be paid when direct family members e.g. married children
of the owners want to move in to take advantage of the Beverly
Hills School System. We define “owner occupied” as any direct
relative. This would include the owner, spouse, parent,
grandparent, child, or grandchild.”
On the other hand, the Tenants’ committee disagreed with the Landlords’
Committee.
Tenants’ Committee said that they do not agree to a categorical exemption from
rent stabilization for duplexes, nor any conditional exemption for owneroccupied 3-unit and 4-unit properties. From a tenantts perspective, there is no
substantive distinction to be found between 2, 3, or 4-unit buildings and any
other rental property; all should be regulated by the rent stabilization ordinance
and protections for tenants should be available to all residents.
“The landlord committee proposed that duplexes be categorically
exemptedfrom the ordinance. If they are suggesting that duplexes
are somehow due disparate treatment because they are ‘mom
Landlord also alleged that many buildings are over seventy years old and require
considerable maintenance and upkeep.
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and-pop,’ the Committee notes that many are owned not by
‘natural persons’ but instead, by corporations. Moreover, some
appear to be investment assets that are part of a larger portfolio
(rather than a ‘retirement nest egg). More practically, we can see
no reason to deprive 440 duplex families of tenant protections
through a permanent exemption. Only a few rent-stabilized cities
afford even limited favorable treatment to smaller properties like
duplexes.
Next the landlord committee proposed to expand the proposed
carve-out to include owner- occupied 3-unit and 4-unit properties,
too. Even f that exemption included provisions under the former
rent-stabilization ordinance, as was suggested, why revive an
amended law? The carve- out would still put considerably more
households perhaps as many as 6oo more beyond the reach of
meaningful City tenant protections (like relocation fees for
example).”
—

—

The two committees did not reach agreement on this issue.

f. Habitability:

A proposal was made in the earlier sessions by the tenants’ committee that new
habitability standards be included in the Ordinance. Those standards, which would
extend beyond the minimum required by the State of California, may include minimum
replacement requirements for “base amenities” (like kitchen appliances and floor
covering, for example).
The landlords committee did not object to this proposal, though both committees have
yet to define such standards. The mediation board will be a great place for such
extended discussions.
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f. Conclusion:

In the end, I think the parties are at a very different place then where they began. They
demonstrated they have more understanding of each other’s concerns. They also showed
empathy for the other. I think, if given a chance, volunteers on the committees
represented a strong willingness in talking to each other and in working towards a
peaceful future.
There is still more work to be done, and as I have stated earlier, I think the City should
invest its time and effort to bring together a mediation board and to provide its citizens
a platform where their voices can be heard in a dispute resolution oriented mechanism.
I thank the support of the Public, the Respective Committee Members, the City Staff,
Mayor Bosse and respective Council Members to this process.

Respectfully Submitted,

Sukhsimranjit Singh
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ATTACHMENT 2

Rent Stabilization Program Interim Operating Budget
September 2017 to June 30, 2018
-

Estimated Personnel Expenses

Monthly
Cost

Total Cost
Benefits

Total Cost

Deputy Director of Rent Stabilization (FTE)
September20l7toJune30,2018

$12 382

$73 384

$197 204

The equivalent of three temporary positions to perform analytical work

$40,320

$0

$403,200

The equivalent of two temporary positions to address customer services
needs

$10,605

$1,703

$63,631

The equivalent of one temporary position to provide clerical support

$4,536

$0
Subtotal

$45,360
$709,395

.

.

Estimated Program Costs Excluding Staffing and Contracts
Outreach: postage and mailing, publication of notices.

$30,000

Cell phone, computer and furniture expenses

$27,000
Subtotal

$57,000

Grand Total

$766,395

ATTACHMENT 3

RESOLUTION NO. 17-R-____
RESOLUTION OF THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS
APPROVING THE RENT STABILIZATION PROGRAM INTERIM
OPERATING BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 2017-2018; APPROPRIATING
FUNDS THEREFOR; AND AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER TO
MODIFY APPROVED BUDGET TO ALLOCATE POSITIONS

WHEREAS, the City of Beverly Hills adopted a rent stabilization ordinance on January 24, 2017
amending certain provisions of Beverly Hills Municipal Code, Title 4, Chapters 5 and 6 (the “Rent
Stabilization Ordinance”).
WHEREAS, the City Council directed staff to establish a proposal for staffing necessary to
implement the rent stabilization ordinance.
WHEREAS, staff recommends that Council approve a temporary staffing plan that includes one
(1) permanent Deputy Director to administer the program, the equivalent of two (2) temporary positions to
address customer service needs; the equivalent of three (3) temporary positions to perform analytical work,
including rent analysis and appeals; and the equivalent of one (1) temporary position to provide clerical
support.
WHEREAS, the total number of employees will be one (1) permanent and six (6) temporary
employees with an estimated cost of $709,395 plus $57,000 for publication, postage, and mailing, cell
phone, computer, and furniture for a total of $766,395.
WHEREAS, such temporary staffing plan is expected to cover the period from September 2017
through June 201$.
WHEREAS, the City desires to establish a rent stabilization program operating budget for fiscal
year 2017-l$ in the amount of $766,395.
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WHEREAS, the City has previously appropriated $250,000 towards the rent stabilization program

and desires to appropriate additional funds therefor in the amount of $766,395.
WHEREAS, the City Council wishes to authorize the City Manager to modify the approved budget
to allocate positions.
NOW AND THEREFORE, the Council of the City of Beverly Hills does hereby resolve as follows:
Section 1.

A rent stabilization program operating budget for fiscal year 2017-18 in the amount

of $766,395 is hereby established.
Section 2.

The City Manager is hereby authorized to modify the budget to allocate positions.

Section 3.

The City hereby appropriates $766,395 for the rent stabilization program (in

addition to the $250,000 previously appropriated by the City).
Section 4.

The City Clerk shall certify to the adoption of this resolution and shall cause this

resolution and this certification to be entered in the Book of Resolutions of the Council of the City.
Adopted:

LILT BOSSE
Mayor of the City of Beverly Hills, California
ATTEST:
(SEAL)
BYRON POPE
City Clerk
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

APPROVED AS TO CONTENT:

LAURENCE S. WIENER
City Attorney

SSAN HEALY KE
AICP
Director of Community Development
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